THE WORt-D OF SCIENCE
narrow zone and these are the mam locations of
earthquakes those within the plates being fsm
sca*tered and n eak It is at the plate boundaries
that geology really happens where dynamic
procea.es take p'ace The interiors of plates ire
marked by slow h°avirgs and sinkings nnd bv
quiet deposition of sediment or quiet erosion less
dram tic processes by far than are found at the
plate boundaries
SPECIAL TOPICS	F57
gnths tiken on the moon Bhowa such an obj°ut
ibout in inch aero s (the object itself was not
retr cved) Both colour and degree of trans
parency of the glasses varr The majority are
ajiber coloured some <je gr^r and pale greens
and blues havt. also been found The surfaces of
the objects may be smn> Jid highly specular or
ih~\ can be coated with a hard dull laj er of moon
du&t Many objects ha\e internal voids and
v cuoles
Plates Moving Apart
4.t extensional plate boundaries as the plate
of hthoBphere move aparo soft mantle material
from the asthenosphere ( ee F8) wells up to fill in
the gap 4s it rises it partly melts and the lav a
comes to the surface as a volcanic scum leading
to the formation of a hue of •volcanoes "long the
plate boundary and resulting in a capping of
solidified lava about 5 km thick on top of the
cooled and rigid asthenosphere which has now
become part of the hthosphere This crust is the
thin ocean crust found everywhere in the deep
ocean basins Estensional plate boundanes thus
lead to the formation of new ocean crust and to
the increase m area of the ocean basins Such
process are happening hi most of the world s
ocean basins where estensional plate boundaries
are marled bj broad gentle rises such as the Mid
Atlantic Pidge that runs down the centre of the
Atlantic Ocean from Iceland to the Azores past
Ascension Island and near Tristan da Cunha
Another great rise of this land runs from the Red
Sea through the Gulf of Aden across the Indian
Ocean around the south of Australia and New
Zealand across the Pacific past Easter Island and
the Galapagos ending up m the Gulf of California
Along these rises and along many smaller ones the
plates are moving apart and creating new ocean
crust Especially interesting are the places such
as the Red Sea the Gulf of Aden and the Gulf of
California where continents have been split apart
fairly recently (not more than 20 million years
ago) and where new oceans are forming In other
places such as Baffin Bay it can he shown that
extensional plate boundaries did exist at one tune
but are now dormant
Caemical analvsis showo that increasing depth
in colour is usually associated with increasing
content of titanium metal The <joil itself also
contains angular glassy fragments similar in
appearance and compo ition to the obviously
melt formed smooth spherules Both the ir
regular grams and the spherules have on occasion
frep iron entrapped thus such ob Qcts can be
picked up with a hand magnet The range of
shapes and forms of the glassy objects is surpris
ing The writer of this article extracted by hand
from a mere 5 g of lunar dust no less than 200
reasonably Sized spherules and other shapes
merely using tweezerb If this be representative
it means there are 40 000 such objects per kg of
moon dust But this is \ astly outnumbered by
the smaller similar objects easy to see under the
microscope which in the writer i sample reach the
e\traordmary iiumbar of 300 000 000 per kg of
lunar soil
.itany of the larger spherules have been -shown to
have once been high speed projectiles on the
moon probably having been violently ejected at
formation as droplets of molten glass through
some fierce impact mechanism Iny satisfactory
theory of the origin and formation o the lunar
surface will have to account for the glassy
spherules (They are equally abundant at the
Apollo 12 site some 800 miles away ) While the
larger glass spherules maj be splashes from a melt
created by impact the tiny ones may luu e been
formed through melting of glass fragments
already in the moon dust the melting having
come about through radiation or conduction
heating from some nearby meteoric impact event
of which there must have been vast numbers
There is a great deal of past history locked up in
the lunar soil and further researches and future
lunar retrievals may supplj the answers
PLATE TECTONICS—A DYNAMIC MODEL
FOB THE EARTH'S OUTER LAYERS
Over the last few years we have developed a
new way of looldng at the geology of the earth s
surface which gives a much clearer picture than
we had before about how such features as ocean
basins continents and mountain chains are related
to one another and how the earth s surface has
developed during the several thousand million
years of geological time This article will explain
first what this new model is and how it works
and then describe the evidence that has persuaded
most geologists that it does work. To avoid
repetition it is assumed that the reader will
consult Part I GF8-9) where the basic structure
of the earth is described and technical terms
explained It will also he useful to be ready to
turn to the Atlas section for maps of the parts of
the world under discussion
 Plates Sliding Past One Another
Shearing plate boundaries where plates slide
past one another are perhaps the most approach
able kind of plate boundary If the plates on
both sides are continental as they sometimes are
then shearing plate boundaries are marked by
great faults on the earth s surface whicli can be
visited and inspected directly Such faults are
the San Andreas fault of California, the Alpine
fault of New Zealand and the North Anatolian
fault of Turkey Along these faults the two plates
move inexorably past one another Where the
fault slips well roads walls and railways running
across it are slowly steadily displaced at easily
measurable rates of tip to 10 cm per year Parts
of these faults stick, though and in such places
the stress hi the rocks builds up while the fault
does not move Eventually the stress breaks the
blockage with a sudden sharp earthquake which
may if the accumulated strain is enough, be
immensely destructive Such an earthquake was
the San Eranoisco earthquake of 1906 and similar
earthqtuakes are associated with most other
shearing boundaries
 
Plate Tectonics
The surface of the earth can be divided into a
number of plates of hthosphere (see F8) (hence the
name for the theory—tectonics means the study
of earth movements) These are rigid internally
and active only on their edges They range In
size from a few thousand square km to plates
the size of North America South America and
half of the Atlantic Ocean taken together The
plates are in constant motion relative to one
another so that any boundary between two plates
is of oae of three kinds extensions! (the plates
are moving apart) compressional (they are
moving together) and shearing (they are sliding
past one another) These boundaries are marked
by strings of earthquakes all concentrated hi a
 Plates Moving Together
Compreesional plate boundaries where the
plates are coming together are more complicated
but they have fundamental importance in the
development of mountain belts and continents
The best approach is to consider the development
of some hypothetical compressional boundary
from the time it starts untfl it stops while drawing
parallels with plate boundaries hi different stages
of development in different parts of the world.
Imagine a compressional plate boundary in an
ocean basin, so that the crust on both sides of
the boundary is oceanic As compression Involves
shortening one of the plates is over ridden by the
other and the over ridden plate is pushed or

